Reference is made to Phil Lord's memorandum of January 17.

We do not plan to weigh experimental cattle at Burgess Spring at frequent intervals this year, but it is essential to maintain grazing pressure on the vegetation similar to that of last year. We would appreciate it greatly if you could arrange to get 30 head of unbred yearling heifers (as you arranged for last year), putting 8 head in the west timber pasture, 14 head in the meadow and timber pastures joined through the corral, and 8 head in the east meadow pasture. Mrs. Jeffcoats' cattle have been very satisfactory.

More intensive experimental use of the Burgess Spring pastures is anticipated by next year, something we can go into with you in more detail when we get together in the Spring for the general huddle on our work programs which we all have been planning since last fall.
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